A MELODIC THUNDERSTORM IN THE METAL SCENE!
About Mighty Thor
Powerhouse Mighty Thor is a heavy metal band based in Mexico City, formed in 2001.
Its concept is inspired on the virtues of the Norse god. It is an invitation to stand up and become a
warrior that faces his/her demons, fears and vices. Its spirit challenges you to be worthy of the
power to transform yourself and achieve what you want, regardless of your origin or birth.
After being designated the best (Mexican) power metal band by the Kalani awards in 2014, the
following year Mighty Thor produced the song that was instituted as the official theme of such
awards.
In 2019 Mighty Thor was nominated a finalist in several categories of the Osmium Awards in
Mexico City, including Best Single of the Year and Lyric Video of the Year for the theme "El Poder
del Martillo".
Up to this day Mighty Thor has the following record productions:
El Despertar de un Dios (demo 2003)
Rumbo al Valhalla (2011)
El Metal no Morirá (2013)
Ragnarok (2019)
Its recent production Ragnarok was recorded in Monterrey, NL; mixed and mastered by Simone
Mularoni in Domination Studio, a studio producing bands like Turilli & Lione Rhapsody, and
Dragonfly, for example.
Throughout years of live presentations, Mighty Thor has performed opening acts for international
bands touring Mexico like Stravaganzza, Rage, Paul Di’Anno, Rata Blanca, Ankhara, Ángeles del
Infierno, Saurom, Lujuria, Opera Magna, Renacer, Saratoga, Dragonfly, Darkmoor, Zenobia; and
also played with great Mexican bands like Transmetal, Leprosy, Luzvel and Agora, among others.
The ancient Vikings were admired and feared for their strong, expansive and overwhelming spirit.
That spirit lives in all of us! We can always navigate to new horizons and fight to conquer them. We
will not always succeed on the first attempt, but the spirit of the Mighty Thor is always alive, we get
up and keep fighting until we succeed, because... the reward is for those who fight!
Eduardo Gutiérrez (guitar)
Jean Pinet (bass)
Mario Dorantes (guitar)
Moisés Flores (drums)
Uidemar Cuevas (vocals)

www.mightythorband.net
www.facebook.com/MightyThorBand/

